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By letter dated Juzu 7, 1976, the Acting Deputy Director of the
)fc-nse $qz ply A.~eacy (SA) dvised us that DSA had 'prposed to
co-rcia.L1y exchiange on a cow-petitive. basis one million troy ounces
of refined silver, recoverad from excess auc; surplus er-L! items and
other sources under the Defense Department's "Precious Xetals Recovery
Program," for an equivalent doilzr vosunt of refinad sold, to supplenent Defense Dcpart:)ent -enerzted gold and to satisfy existing and
projected gold requirements of the Defease Department and other Federal
agencies.
DSA desired to effect the proposed exchange under the authority
of section 201(c) of the Federal Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949, as as;er.ied,40 U.S.C. §i 4CI(c)(SuFp. IV, 1$774), and as
implemented by the Administrator of General Services in Federal
Property lfanagezu±'t Regulations (FPMEs), 41 C.F.R., Suipart 101-46.2

(1975).
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Section 201(c) grants any executive agency tlhe authority to
exchange or sell '"sisilar' items pursuant to regulations prescribed
by the Administrator of General Services, as follows;
"In acquiring personal property, any executive
agency, under regulations to be prescribed by the
Administrator /of Ceneral Services/, subject to
regulations prescribed by the Administrator for
Federal Procurement Policy pursuant to the Office
of Procurement Policy Act, m=y exchange or sell
similar items and may apply the exchange allowance
or proceeds of sale in guch cases in whole or in
part payrient of the property acquired: Provided,
That any transaction carried out under tne autnority
of this subsection shall be evidenced in writing."
The Administrator's implementing regulations state, for purposes here
relevant, items shall be deemed similar when (1) both the itami to be
ezchanued or sold and the item to be acquired fall within any one of
101-46.4902; or (2) if
the categories of property listed in FPMI-.
to be acquired is designed
iteoa
"the
when
listed,
the itens are not so
as the item to be repurpose
specific
sa2
and constructed for the
placed * * *." YPHR 9 101-46.202(b)(2).
Since the Administrator has no category of "precious metals"
listed under 101-46.4902, in order for the proposed exchange to
qualify under the regulations as an exchange of similar itemis it was
necessary to show that the gold had 'the same specific purpose" as
tho silver it would replace. Ilowever, GSA determined that the instant
proposed transaction did not meet the statutory and regulatory criteria
in this regard, and advised D)SA as follows:

"The exchange/sale authority was intended to be
limited in scope. The Congress has, on several
occasions, expressed its Interest in tnis area
and has indicated the desire that the exchange/sale
authority be monitored closely to avoid any Misuse.
With regard to the subject proposal, we have closely
exatined this case and have concluded that we cannot

approve the proposal without contraveaing the

Congressional intent in the law. In our opinion,
this case would involve an augmienration of appropriations rather than the exc-hange of similar itens.

We do not feel that gold and silver can be considered
similar for the purposes of the exchange/sale authority.
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"If you disagree with our opinion and wish to
pursue this further, we encourage you to submit
this matter to the General Accounting Office. If
you receive an opinion from the Comptroller General
that differs from ours, we will reconsider the
matter at that time."
In accordance with the suggestion in GSA's letter, DSA now
erequests our views on the matter. The National Aeronautics and
Space Ad-='nistration (tiASA), which would apparently be a substantial
beneficiary of Cie silver-gold exchange in connection with its
Space Shuttle needs, has also challenged the validity of GSA's
position in a separate letter to our Office.
DSA contends that gold and silver are similar for purposes of
exchange under the statute and the implomenting regulations. It cites
examples based on the similarity of the metals with respect to their
malleability, conductivity and resistance to temperatures that nake
them interchangeable for use in such things as dental items, brazing
alloys and electronic circuits. DSA also refers to our decision at
41 Comp. Gen. 227 (1961) in support of the position that gold and
silver are similar items. In that decision we construed section
201(c) to authorize tne Administrator of General Services to exchange
used regular-type ambulances for station wagons adapted for use as
ambulances. Our decision observed that the term "similar items" is
not a precise one, and that the legislative history of section 201(c)
does not require a narrow construction of the term. We held that the
term affords the Administrator "a flexible standard iu the promulgation
of regulations" implementing the statute. Id. at 229.
NASA's letter to us generally endorses the DSA position. In
addition, NASA emphasises the "similarity" of silver and gold with
specific reference to the Space Shuttle program:
* * In the Space Shuttle, one of the main
the gold is in a multilayer insulating film
of
uses
(Kapton film) which protects wiring from reentry
heat and past landing heat soak.bacik. The high performance in low evittance and high reflectance
suggested several possible metals, aonog theu both
gold and silver. Cold was selected over silver
because it is not as susceptible to oxidation as
silver, which reduces life cycle costs and increases
reliability."
"*
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Having carefully considered this matter, we are of the view
that GSA' s decision to reject the proposed silver-gold exchange
is a reasonable application of the statute and regU1ations. While
silver and gold may be sjeilar for some purposes, the GSA regulation requires that the item acquired be for "'the same specific
purpose" as the item replaced. For the reasons stated hereafter,
we believe that this requireuent is fully justified under the
statute and has not been satisfied by the instant proposal.3l
As indicated in 41 Comp. Gen. 227, supra, at 229, section 2C1(c)
of the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act was designed
to Zeneralize exchange authorities previously available to certain
agencies for certain types of traaacations under a number of separate
statutes. While the prior statutes differed somewhat, their co- n
purpose--retained by section 201(c)-was to facilitate the replacement of old equipmeut for newer equipment, Sec 27 Com2P. Geo. 540,
542 (1948); 23 id. 931, 934 (1944).-/ GSA's requiretment that the
acquired item be for 'the same specific purpose" implements this
concept of replacement.
It is difficult to understand 'now a silver-gold exchange could
be viewed as a replaceaent in this sense considering that these uetals
do not depreciate in usefulness. Even apart from this, it seems at
best doubtful that the gold to be acquired would in fact serve "'the
saer specific purpose" as the silver to be exchanged. In this regard,
NISA's statement, quoted above, concerning the needs of tha Space
Shuttle prograz appears to support the opposite conclusion. It indicates tIat NASA's "specific purpose," i.e., obtaining a metal with
certain properties, would be served best by gold to the execlusion of
silver.

VWe also note that the GSA regulations-P{
do not authorize:

6 101-46.202(d)(9)-

"The sale, transfer, or exthange of scrap materials
in connection with the acquisition of persona1 property,
excepr in, the case of scrap gold for fine gold." (Emphasis
supplied.)
Although GSA did not refer to this provision in connection with its
decision, the provision would seen to flatly preclude the instant
silver-gold exchange since the silver te be use-1 was recovered as
scrap material,
ViIt is unnecessary to consider here whether or to what extant the specific
holdings of the cited cases, which construed prior statutes, would apply
under the present statute and implementing regulations.
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DSA's subnission is more general in describing the relationship between silver and gold, but the same dilenia is present.
DSA asserts that silver and gold are 'virtually interchangeable"
in filling Government requirements, except that gold does not
require "replacernent" as often as silver. Hovever, DSA apparently
receives very distinct orders for the two metals. Thus its submission states:
"This Agency has generated sufficient refined
silver froa scrap and other silver-bearing materials
to meet known silver requiremeats. The recovery of
gold, hovever, has not reacheda the sane state of the
art as that of silver recovery and as a result, the
availability of refined gold has been depleted
teoporarily .
If silver and gold are "virtually interchangeable" to the ezteat of
contemrplated by the exchange
serving "thte same specific pose/6f'
proposal, the exchange seems unnecessary, particularly since the
quantity of silver to be exchanged would mar exceed the quantity of
gold to be acquired. Rat'her, it appears that Silver could be
diverted from silver orders and applied directly to gold orders.
(JQ assume that somIQ diversion from stated silver requirements is
contemplated in any event since, with the excettion of auto~atic
data processing equi-nent, oxcess property cannot be used for exchange.
See FP.R § 101-462.202()(2) .)
Further, the proposed exchange of silver for gold by DSA ls distinguishable on its facts fron tle exchange of used ambulances for
converted station wagons to Ie used as ambulances approved in 41 Comp.
Gen. 227, opra. In that deeision, the converted station wagons
acquired were to be used for the same specific purpose as the
ambulances replaced.
In view of the foregoing, we conclude that CSA's determination
in this matter represects, at the very least, a reasonable application
of its 'sar'e specific purpose" requirement, whkch, in turn, is an
appTopriate criterion under section 201(c).

R. Z .EILLR

ItDeputy

Comptroller General
of the United States
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